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Complete instructions that teach you how to turn burned out household light bulbs into beaded
vases.



Recycled Light Bulb Beaded Vases Written and Illustrated ByGracie L.
Sprouse Published By Gallery of Grace ÓMarch 27, 2013, Gallery of Grace, Gracie L.
SprouseALL RIGHTS RESERVEDThese instructions will show you how to turn burned out
household light into something very useable. It doesn’t require any special skill just a little
caution for working with sharp edges. Almost any light bulb can be cleaned out and used as a
vase. They do have to be handled carefully until the outside of the bulbs is covered in beads
and glue. They are much more sturdy once they are completed. Gloves should be worn while
you are preparing the bulb. Once that is finished ;gloves will not be necessary. Gather the
following supplies before you begin and create a level work surface. A bath towel or other cloth
covering will work better than newspaper because there may be particles flying loose from the
top of the bulb. Recommended Supplies List Burned out light bulbGlovesRegular pliers and
needle nose pliersCraft knife¼ inch paint brushMetal Crochet HookRegular White GlueAmple
Supply of Seed Beads (glass or plastic)Sandpaper (optional)Foam Egg Carton, small
cardboard box or small jars with openings large enough to hold the top of the light bulb. You will
need to cut holes in the box or carton for inserting the bulbs so the glue and beads
dry. REMOVING THE TOP CAP OF THE BULB 1) Insert the edge of the knife blade under
the center cap at the top of the bulb. Lift up around the edges until it comes out. You may have
to pull it with the pliers..  It will look similar to a thumb tack.   
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Kimona65, “Five Stars. Very gelpful”

The book by Gracie Sprouse has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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